Stagecoach
Christmas
Baubles

Decorate your Christmas
tree with this fun project you
can make at home
You will need
• Scissors
• Glue or tape
• Printed templates
• Cardboard

Stagecoach Bus Bauble
1.

Cut around Template 1 as shown
and pierce holes.

2.

Fold along all edges including the
outer tabs as shown.

3.

Stick tabs along each edge to
form a box. Thread ribbon or string
through top two holes to hang

Stagecoach Round Bauble
1.

Cut around Template 2 as shown.

2.

Fold each circle in half
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3. Once all of your circles are folded
in half decide on the order you’d
like the colours to appear. Apply
glue or double sided tape to the
back left half of one circle and
also to the right half of another
circle.

4. Place the two circles side by
side and stick the left half of the
first circle to the right half of the
second circle.

5.

Stagecoach Star Bauble

2.

Crease along each colour
separation on the blue star you’ll
make 10 folds.

3. Fold the outer tabs as shown.

5.

Both sides will now have a 3D
appearance as shown. Apply glue
or double side tape to the tabs

6. Carefully stick the two stars
together, with the tabs stuck to
the inside of the blue star.

1.

Cut around Template 3 as shown.

4. Repeat the creases on the green
and pink star as you did in step 4.

Repeat this with all of the circles
from the template until you run
out, and then stick the last circle
you attached to the circle you
started with. Pierce a hole and
run string or ribbon through the
top to hang.

Pierce a hole and run string or ribbon through the top to hang.

Template 1

Template 2

Template 3

